Faculty Support from the KSU Writing Center

Because student success is faculty success

The KSU Writing Center provides faculty with resources to support student writing in their courses and increase student engagement with Writing Center support:

- brief introductory class visits by peer Writing Assistants
- Writing Center syllabus statement and D2L widget
- incentives for increasing student Writing Center use
- methods to build Writing Center support into course assignments
- writing-related Open Educational Resources

Visit our Faculty webpage to access these and other helpful resources:

Contact us:
writingcenter@kennesaw.edu

writingcenter.kennesaw.edu

Kennesaw State University Writing Center

Writing Center Quick Facts and Numbers

- 98.6% of students served found their Writing Center sessions "extremely helpful"
- over 9,000 individual (1:1) sessions annually
- weekly workshop series (25+ rotating topics)
- customized presentations for your class, group, department, or program
- online writing resources including instructional handouts and writing-related OER
- 5 weekly student-run book, writing, and D&D clubs
THE KSU WRITING CENTER MISSION

Recognizing that writing and learning to write are lifelong processes, the KSU Writing Center promotes an institutional culture that values writing as integral to intellectual, professional, personal, and civic life.

The Writing Center is a university-wide resource welcoming all students, faculty, and staff regardless of ability or discipline. The Center’s rhetorically grounded, process-based approach to writing facilitates improvement in existing writing while developing long-term skills and strategies.

All writers.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM

GRADUATE WRITING PROGRAM

The Writing Center’s English Language Program and Graduate Writing Program provide specialized assistance for these populations, including tailored workshops and instructional resources.

All disciplines.

Like students who visit the KSU Writing Center, our high-achieving, extensively trained undergraduate and graduate student "Writing Assistants" come from every KSU College and major.

WRITING CENTER USE BY MAJORS (TOP 10 MOST FREQUENT), AY 2021-22